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HIGHLIGHTS

Bilayer hydrogels exhibit opposite

volumetric change in response to

light exposure

Coupling expanding and

contracting layers generates

synergistic bending with light

Constructs exhibit light-driven

locomotion and origami-like 3D

shape changes

Observed shape changes in

designed constructs predicted by

analytical modeling
Bilayered hydrogels were designed using spiropyran molecular photoswitches

with opposite volumetric change response to visible light. The coupling of

expanding and contracting layers was found to generate synergistic bending

actuation in response to light. Constructs with specific sequences of bilayered and

photoinactive hydrogels also undergo origami-like 3D shape transformations. Bio-

inspired unidirectional locomotion of the constructs on surfaces was also observed

in patterned hydrogels exposed to periods of light and darkness. Analytical

modeling predicts the observed shape changes and locomotion.
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Progress and potential

A grand challenge for materials

science is the development of

biomimetic soft matter that

emulates behaviors of living

creatures in response to an energy

input. Photoresponsive hydrogels

are particularly attractive in this

context because they can expand

or contract in response to light

through reversible changes in

molecular structure and internal

water content. Using hydrogels

developed recently in our

laboratory, which expand with

light exposure, and previously

known ones that contract, we

report here on the synergistic

faster bending actuation of

bilayered hydrogels with opposite

response to light. We also show

that constructs with chemically

connected sequences of bilayer

and photoinactive hydrogels

undergo reversible and

predictable origami-like 3D shape

changes as well as unidirectional

walking motion when exposed to

light and dark periods. This work

advances our ability to design

molecularly life-like behavior in

robotic soft materials responding

to external stimuli.
SUMMARY

Development of stimuli-responsive soft matter that undergoes fast
and reversible shape changes that mimic living organisms is a grand
challenge for materials science. We report here on the molecular
design of photoactive bilayer actuators that can rapidly respond
to visible light, leading to complex but predictable bio-inspired
shape changes. The mechanism of accelerated actuation is rooted
in the simultaneous photoexpansion of one layer and photocontrac-
tion of the other triggered by the same light stimulus. The opposing
response leads to a synergistic effect that results in fast bending
actuation. The synergistic bilayers were bridged with light-inactive
segments to generate macroscopic constructs capable of undergo-
ing programmable 3D origami-like shape change upon irradiation.
By controlling the anisotropic friction with the substrate, these
constructs displayed unidirectional inchworm- and octopus-like
locomotion over macroscopic distances. The soft matter systems
investigated here demonstrate the possibility of molecularly engi-
neering photoactuators that mimic functions we associate with
living organisms.

INTRODUCTION

Bilayered or multilayered structures are widespread across a broad range of plant

and animal tissues and their architectures contribute to their complex biological

functions. For example, the anisotropic layers of cellulose fibrils in plants induce hy-

groscopic actuation in response to humidity and govern the opening and closing of

pine cones,1 direct the pumping movements of wheat awns that propel seeds to the

ground,2 and trigger the reversible origami-like folding and unfolding of ice plant

seedpods.3 Inspired by these natural systems, layered synthetic materials and de-

vices across different length scales have been developed for mechanical actuation

applications. By combining a layer of an actuating material with a ‘‘passive’’ non-

actuating component, it is possible to achieve an anisotropic deformation rather

than the isotropic expansion or contraction expected for the actuating component

alone. This effect has been demonstrated using many different bilayered or multilay-

ered materials with components such as solid polymer films,4–8 liquid crystal elasto-

mers,9,10 and hydrogels.11–14 Hydrogels are unique soft matter for such actuation

applications due to their hydrated nature and ability to change volume by absorbing

or expelling water.15,16 Two particularly noteworthy examples include 4D-printed

cellulose-based bilayer architectures that change shape upon immersion in water17

and gel structures photopatterned with multiple domains that allow localized actu-

ation in response to DNA sequences complementary to those domains.18 Bilayer
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hydrogels have also been reported in which the two layers have components that are

both stimuli responsive, leading to bending in one direction or the other depending

on the stimulus.13,19–22

Light is a particularly useful stimulus since it does not require physical contact with

materials and also because of the versatility offered by wavelength and intensity

tunability.23–27 This versatility can be used in photoresponsive materials, such as

liquid crystal networks (LCNs)28 and hydrogels,29–32 functionalized with molecular

photoswitches.33–35 In these systems, conformational changes as a result of photo-

isomerization can lead to the macroscopic shape changes in hydrogels.36–39 For

example, photocontraction of hydrogels through the isomerization of protonated

merocyanine (MCH+) to spiropyran (SP) moieties40,41 is a well-known phenome-

non.42–45 In recent work we reported on the synthesis of water-soluble spiropyran

structures covalently embedded in a 3D hydrogel network that led to photoexpan-

sion of hydrogels.46 Previously reported examples of deformation and actuation are

based on photoisomerization gradients, but layered spiropyran-based materials

have not been reported. Using a combination of both photocontracting and photo-

expanding layers that are simultaneously responsive to a single light stimulus, we

report here on the design of synergistic bilayer photoactuators and investigate their

unique photoactuation behavior.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design and preparation of synergistic bilayer photoactuators

Here, we prepared a series of bilayer structures in which individual layers expand,

contract, or remain unresponsive to light. The photoexpanding layer is composed

of a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) backbone grafted with a water-soluble

spiropyran moiety bearing two negatively charged sulfonate substituents (SP1). Pho-

toisomerization of the protonated merocyanine (MCH�) to the spiropyran (SP2�)
form caused an increase in net charge density, resulting in hydrogels that absorb wa-

ter molecules thus expanding to 130% of their original dimension (Figure 1A). On the

other hand, the photocontracting layer contains the same PNIPAM backbone with a

different hydrophobic spiropyran moiety (SP2) that has a similar absorbance spec-

trum (Figure S1A) and a comparable photoisomerization rate (Figure S1B). The

resulting photocontracting material displayed similar mechanical properties (Fig-

ure S2) to the photoexpanding layer. Upon irradiation with the same light, it isomer-

izes from the MCH+ to the SP form and the decrease in net charge density drives the

hydrogel to expel water and contract to 83% of its initial volume (Figure 1B). Photo-

inactive layers without spiropyran moieties were used here as the light-unresponsive

layers (Figure 1C). A two-step free radical polymerization procedure was used to

glue each individual layer to obtain four different bilayer objects in total (each

10 mm long, 2 mm wide, and containing two 0.3 mm layers, see the Experimental

procedures and Supplemental information for details), namely exp-con (expan-

sion-contraction), exp-bl (expansion-blank), bl-con (blank-contraction), and bl-bl

(blank-blank, bottom layer-top layer). We fabricated the bilayers by partially poly-

merizing the first layer followed by addition of the second set of precursors and initi-

ating polymerization of the second layer to ensure chemical linking of the two layers,

which is critical for their structural stability as actuators. Cross-sectional scanning

electron microscopy of these bilayer samples revealed that they are tightly adhered

to each other at their interface (Figure S3). Confocal laser scanning microscopy also

confirmed the adhesion of the two bonded layers (Figure S4). These four bilayer ob-

jects were found to display different photoactuation behavior under the same light

illumination because objects containing photoactive layers bend up, while the
1378 Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021
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Figure 1. Design and preparation of synergistic bilayer photoactuators

(A) Molecular structure of the photoexpanding hydrogel containing a spiropyran moiety

substituted by two sulfonate groups and photographs depicting the light-triggered expansion of

the gel.

(B) Molecular structure of photocontracting hydrogel containing a spiropyran moiety and

photographs of the light-triggered contraction of the gel.

(C) Molecular structure of the photoinactive hydrogel and photographs of the gel before and after

irradiation.

(D) Schematic representation of four bilayer objects exhibiting different bending behaviors upon

irradiation (the definition of bending angle is shown at the top; ‘‘exp’’ indicates ‘‘expansion’’, ‘‘con’’

indicates ‘‘contraction’’, and ‘‘bl’’ indicates ‘‘blank’’.

(E) Plot of the bending angle of bilayer objects (each 10 mm long, 2 mm wide, and containing two

0.3 mm layers) versus time for one actuation cycle, including the light exposure (yellow) and dark

(gray) periods (the insets are photographs of bilayer objects with maximum bending triggered by

light). Error bars represent standard deviations of data collected from three separate samples.
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photoinactive bl-bl bilayer keeps its flat geometry (Figure 1D). Interestingly, the syn-

ergistic exp-con bilayer object showed a larger bending angle (78�) relative to either

the exp-bl (48�) or bl-con (45�) bilayers (Figure 1E; Video S1), indicating that the com-

bination of expanding and contracting layers generates a greater deformation

gradient responsible for the observed shape changes. In addition, synergistic bilayer

objects create a faster bending speed (13�/min) by a factor of�4–5 relative to that of

either exp-bl (3�/min) or bl-con bilayers (2.8�/min). This acceleration was also

observed during the relaxation process in the dark, when spiropyran moieties spon-

taneously switched back to the more thermally stable form of protonated merocya-

nine and the bending objects recovered to their original flat state. It was found that

the relaxation time of synergistic exp-con bilayer was 15 min, whereas 20 min was

required for relaxation of the exp-bl bilayers and 90 min for the bl-con bilayers.

Video S2 shows the first 40 min of the recovery process of these three bilayers,

but the bl-con bilayer actuator does not fully recover to its original flat shape within

this period of time. The reason for the slow recovery of the bl-con bilayer might be
Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021 1379
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Figure 2. Tunable bending behaviors of synergistic bilayer photoactuators

(A) Plot of the maximum bending angle versus aspect ratio for four different bilayer objects with

fixed thickness and width of 0.6 mm (0.3 + 0.3) and 2.0 mm, respectively. Dots are experimentally

measured bending angles (error bars represent standard deviations of data collected from three

separate samples) and the dashed lines are calculated from an analytical model (see the

Experimental procedures).

(B) Plot of the bending angles calculated from the analytical model as a function of the ratio of the

top layer thickness to that of the bottom layer (h) corresponding to three different bilayer objects

with fixed length, width, and total thickness of 12.0, 2.0, and 0.6 mm, respectively.
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that the contracting layer containing SP2 becomes denser upon irradiation, which in

turn slows water diffusion and recovery to its initial shape under dark conditions. By

switching light on and off, these bilayer objects were able to bend and unbend for

multiple cycles (Figure S5), demonstrating the high reversibility and robustness of

this actuation system.

In addition to PNIPAM, we also prepared synergistic bilayer photoactuators using

polyacrylamide (PAM), which is not thermally responsive. The original dimensions

of the photoexpanding (PAM-SP1) and photocontracting layers (PAM-SP2) changed

to 116% and 87% of their original dimensions upon light irradiation, respectively

(Figures S6A and S6B). These volumetric changes, especially the photoexpansion ra-

tio, were found to be smaller than those observed in PNIPAM-SP hydrogels, which is

consistent with our previous finding that spiropyran-containing polymer hydrogels

with a higher lower critical solution temperature (LCST) exhibit a lower photoex-

panding ratio.46 Because of the smaller volumetric change, the synergistic bilayer

containing PAM was found to display a smaller bending angle and a slower bending

rate compared with one containing PNIPAM under the same irradiation conditions

(Figures S6C and S6D). These results offered us an additional strategy to tune the

photoactuation performance of the synergistic bilayer actuators by simply changing

polymer composition.

Photoactuation performance of synergistic bilayer actuators

The concept of synergistic bilayer photoactuation to enhance performance was also

tested in hydrogel objects with different dimensions. Figure 2A shows that exp-con

bilayer objects display larger bending angles with increasing aspect ratio (fixing

thickness and width but increasing length) (Figure S7). This observation was in

good agreement with the calculated results from the analytical model (linear dashed

lines, see the Experimental procedures for details), which predicted the slope of this

curve to be greater by a factor of �2.0 for exp-con bilayer objects relative to that for

exp-bl and bl-con bilayers. We investigated how the thickness of each layer affects

the overall deformation behavior while keeping the aspect ratio at a fixed value.

For this purpose, we define h as the thickness ratio between the top and bottom

layers. As shown in Figure 2B, the analytical model verified that the bending angle
1380 Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021
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of a bilayer with synergistic behavior (exp-con) tends to be larger than that of either

the exp-bl or bl-con bilayers, indicating that the synergy is valid over different thick-

ness ratios of the two layers. More importantly, all three curves are nearly flat,

suggesting that the bending angle should be nearly independent of the relative

thicknesses of the two layers (h) over the range 0.5–2.0. The slight increase at low

values and minimal decline at high values of h indicated that the bending angle

tends to be optimal when h is close to 1. Therefore, in subsequent experiments

we used bilayer objects with a fixed h value of 1.0 and a fixed thickness of 0.3 mm

for each layer. To gain more insight into the driving force generated during photo-

actuation, we calculated the bending moment that is required to flatten the bent

bilayer using our analytical model (see the Experimental procedures for details). Fig-

ure S8 shows that the model predicts the synergistic exp-con bilayer to have a nearly

2-fold greater bending moment (2.0 3 10�7 N‧m) relative to that of the exp-bl and

bl-con bilayers. We suggest this difference explains the enhanced actuation perfor-

mance observed in the synergistic bilayer system.

Programmed origami-like shape changes

Based on its actuation performance, the synergistic exp-con bilayer was used to

further design functional structures that are capable of programmable shape

changes in response to light. We prepared rectangular bilayer constructs as photo-

active units and define exp-con (bottom layer-top layer) units as�1 and the inverted

unit con-exp as 1 (Figure 3A). After assembling these photoactive units (1 or�1) into a

desired predetermined sequence, a solution containing NIPAM monomers was

added and polymerized to join these photoactive units. A series of linear structures

with specific sequences of photoactive and photoinactive units were prepared and

are listed in Figure 3B (see the Experimental procedures and Supplemental informa-

tion for details). The linear structures (Lin-1 to Lin-8) contained a total of four photo-

active units (i–iv) andmaintained identical flat geometry in the dark (Figure S9). How-

ever, these flat objects exhibited clear 3D bending and folding behaviors upon

irradiation with visible light (450 nm) (Figure 3C; Video S3). These photo-induced

origami-like shape changes were programmed by predetermined permutations of

the four photoactive units. This programmability allows us to create light-activated

shape transformations, which are predicted with finite element simulations by fitting

the experimental parameters, such as moduli and expansion/contraction strain (Fig-

ure 3C, bottom; see the Experimental procedures and Supplemental information for

details). Following the same principle, we designed and prepared cross-shaped

structures containing eight photoactive units with variable permutations of 1 and

�1 that can transform into complex 3D geometries upon irradiation with visible light

(Video S4). Figure 3D illustrates four different permutations as well as their corre-

sponding 3D configurations from both experiments (top) and simulations (bottom).

In addition, we designed a branched structure containing a total of 12 photoactive

units that exhibited a more complex configuration upon irradiation with visible light

(Figure 3E; Video S5). The abrupt shape changes observed in Videos S3, S4, and S5,

are likely due to friction between the hydrogel actuator and the substrate. The hydro-

gel actuator requires a sufficient bending force to overcome the friction before an

actual shape change can occur. This bending force originates from the light-induced

gradient of expansion/contraction between the two layers, which is a slow process. If

the bending force is smaller than the critical value needed to overcome the friction at

a time point, then no shape change occurs. However, once the bending force ex-

ceeds this friction, the hydrogel object rapidly changes shape due to a rapid release

of free energy. Importantly, all these shape transformations are highly reversible, as

the bending structures gradually recover their original flat shapes in the dark due to

spiropyran moieties switching back to the merocyanine structure.
Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021 1381
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Figure 3. Programmable origami-like shape changes of macroscopic constructs triggered by light

(A) Dimensions and definition of photoactive units 1 and �1; the synergistic bilayer object con-exp

is labeled 1 and its inverse exp-con as �1. To simplify, both photoactive units are shown in orange

color hereafter.

(B) Preparation of linear block structures using photoactive units (1 or �1, orange) and

photoinactive blank units (gray).

(C) Linear block structures containing four photoactive units with variable permutations of 1 and �1

undergo different shape transformations upon irradiation with visible light (450 nm); photographs

of the deformation geometries observed in eight different sequences of photoactive and

photoinactive units are shown at the top (Lin-1 to Lin-8) with their corresponding snapshots from

finite element simulations at the bottom.

(D) Cross-shaped objects containing eight photoactive units with variable permutations of 1 and�1

reveal distinct light-induced shape transformations; photographs of shapes from four different

sequences (Crs-1 to Crs-4) are shown at the top with their corresponding snapshots from finite

element simulations at the bottom.

(E) Branch-shaped structures containing a total of 12 photoactive units that bend up upon

irradiation; photographs of 3D configurations are shown on the left and corresponding snapshots

from finite element simulations on the right.
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Inchworm-like crawling motion of linear macroscopic constructs

To demonstrate potential robotic functions, such as locomotion of these shape-

morphing objects, we built millimeter-scale ratcheted structures at the bottom of

some of the photoinactive segments using a ratchet mold transfer method (see

the Experimental procedures and Supplemental information for details). The hydro-

gel objects with these anisotropic ratchets exhibited anisotropic friction with the

substrate they were in contact with during shape transformation, which in turn we

found could be used to control their locomotion direction. Figure 4A illustrates

two types of inchworm-like walkers (code (�1)11(�1) for walker 1 and (�1)1(�1)
1382 Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021
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Figure 4. Unidirectional inchworm-like crawling motion of linear macroscopic constructs

(A) Schematic representation of light-triggered unidirectional inchworm-like locomotion achieved

by linear hydrogel walkers; left, an object with code of (�1)11(�1); right, an object with code of (�1)

1(�1)1(�1), and ratcheted structures were built on the bottom surface of front and back feet

highlighted with dashed rectangles.

(B) Photographs of four walking cycles of each hydrogel walker by controlling the light irradiation

on or off (the time at which each photograph was taken is indicated in the upper right-hand corner);

left, an object with code of (�1)11(�1); right, an object with code of (�1)1(�1)1(�1); snapshots from

finite element simulations are shown on the left side of photographs from experiments.

(C) Plot of the spacing between front and back feet and the displacement of the centroid of the

hydrogel walkers versus time by switching the light on and off for four walking cycles.
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1(�1) for walker 2) whose front and back feet are functionalized with the ratchets.

Due to anisotropic friction with the substrate, the front foot stands still while the

back foot moves forward during the photo-induced bending process. Conversely,

the front foot moves forward while the back foot stands still during the flattening pro-

cess once the light is off. Consequently, the walkers move forward unidirectionally

for one single step. By alternately switching the light on and off, multi-step unidirec-

tional locomotion from left to right was achieved, in good agreement with the results

from finite element simulations (Figure 4B; Video S6). The spacing between front and

back feet changed alternately along with the light being switched on and off, and the

centroid of the object moved forward smoothly over a macroscopic distance over

four walking cycles (107 mm for walker 1; 120 mm for walker 2, Figure 4C), indicating

the high reversibility and robustness of the systems. In contrast to previously re-

ported actuators that can only walk on specific substrates containing special
Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021 1383
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Figure 5. Unidirectional octopus-like walking motion of cross-shaped macroscopic construct

(A) Schematic representation of light-triggered unidirectional octopus-like locomotion achieved

by a cross-shaped hydrogel walker; ratcheted structures were built on the bottom surface of front

and back feet highlighted with dashed rectangles.

(B) Photographs of four walking cycles of the cross-shaped hydrogel walker achieved by controlling

whether or not light irradiation was on or off (left, snapshots from finite element simulations; right,

photographs from experiments). The time at which each photograph was taken is indicated in the

upper right-hand corner.

(C) Plot of the spacing between front and back feet and the displacement of the centroid of the

cross-shaped hydrogel walker versus time by switching the light on and off for four walking cycles.
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features, the direction of this inchworm-like motion is determined by the built-in

rachets and does not rely on the features or roughness of the substrate.

Octopus-like walking motion of cross-shaped macroscopic construct

To expand locomotion gait, we developed a cross-shaped hydrogel walker with four

feet containing built-in ratcheted patterns and obtained motion similar to that of an

octopus. The ratchets were aligned perpendicular to the walking axis to obtain bet-

ter control of unidirectional movement. Figure 5A illustrates the walking mechanism

based on the bending–flattening process by switching the light on and off. Unlike

the inchworm-like movement discussed previously, the front feet collapsed in the

direction perpendicular to the walking motion instead of completely standing still

during the bending process under irradiation. Also, the back feet relaxed in the di-

rection perpendicular to the walking motion while the front feet moved forward dur-

ing the flattening process in the dark. Consequently, a unidirectional octopus-like

motion was achieved, which could be repeated and cycled multiple times by switch-

ing the light on and off (Figure 5B) to achieve macroscopic locomotion (Figure 5C;
1384 Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021
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Video S7). This octopus-like walking behavior was also investigated by finite element

simulations (see the Experimental procedures for details).

Conclusions

We have designed and synthesized photoactive bilayer hydrogel actuators that

respond to a single stimulus of light through the synergistic effect of photoexpansion

and photocontraction. The synergistic photoactuator displayed a larger deformation

gradient between the two layers and a faster reversible bending/relaxing speed rela-

tive to conventional actuators in which only one layer is photoresponsive. Encoding

these bilayers into linear, cross-shaped, and branched hydrogel structures with a pre-

determined sequence, enabled highly programmed shape transformations upon

light irradiation. By incorporating anisotropic ratcheted patterns into their bodies,

these hydrogel objects exhibited improved motions over macroscopic distances

by alternately switching the light source on and off, and the walking motions were in-

dependent of the substrate features. Importantly, all these shape changes and the

locomotion observed in experiments were predicted by finite element simulations.

We anticipate that the biomimetic strategy to create synergistic bilayer photoactua-

tors demonstrated here will benefit the design and development of other functional

soft materials that mimic or surpass the functions observed in living organisms.

Furthermore, the use of such bilayer hydrogels could enable their application as

responsive biomaterials and could be designed to involve stimuli other than light.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Samuel I. Stupp (s-stupp@northwestern.

edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents. Chemicals used for synthesis of

spiropyran molecules and chemicals used for hydrogel preparation (N-isopropyla-

crylamide, N,N0-methylenebisacrylamide, ammonium persulfate, etc.) were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Thermo Fisher Scientific, or other commercial com-

panies, and used directly without any purification unless mentioned. The UV-curable

resin was purchased from Loon Outdoors (UV Clear Fly Finish Thick). The plain glass

slides (75 3 38 3 1.0 mm) used for making molds were purchased from Thermo

Fisher Scientific. The plastic spacer (300 mm thick) was purchased from Amazon.

The blue LED (450 nm) was purchased from Luxeon Star LEDs. The UV lamp (Analytik

Jena UVL-21 UV Lamp, 4-W, 365 nm) was purchased from Cole Parmer. The power

and energy meter was purchased from Thorlabs (Digital Handheld Optical Power

and Energy Meter Console, Model PM100D). Videos and photographs of photoac-

tuation and locomotion experiments were taken using a Nikon D5600 DSLR camera

with a macro lens (Sigma 105 mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro).

Data and code availability

All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper

and/or the Supplemental information. Additional data related to this study are avail-

able from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

Bilayer hydrogel preparation

Spiropyrans were first synthesized following our previously reported procedure46

(Scheme S1, see the Supplemental information for details). Bilayer hydrogels were
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prepared through a sequential layer-by-layer polymerization process within glass

molds as described in Scheme S2. The thickness of each layer is controlled by the

thickness of plastic spacers adhered to the glass slides using a UV-curable resin.

The first layer is only partially polymerized to form a soft gel followed by immediately

adding and polymerizing the second layer to ensure the creation of chemical linking

between two layers. The polymerization solution (1 mL) is prepared in water (for

photoexpanding and blank layer) or a dioxane/water mixture (v/v, 4:1, for photocon-

tracting layer) by adding N-isopropylacrylamide monomer (10 wt%, 100 mg), N,N0-
methylenebisacrylamide crosslinker (0.68 wt%, 6.8 mg), and spiropyran molecule

(1.0 wt%, 10mg). This solution is cooled down to 4�C. To initialize the polymerization,

ammonium persulfate (10 wt%, 50 mL) and N,N,N0,N0-tetramethylethylenediamine

(3.7 mL) were added to the polymerization solution (1 mL) and vigorously vortexed

before pipetting into glass molds. After being partially polymerized at 4�C, a soft

gel formed, and the top glass slide was gently opened and the second spacers

were added, followed by re-sealing the glass molds using a UV-curable resin. The

second polymerization solution was freshly initiated and immediately added to the

re-sealed glass mold and totally polymerized. After de-molding, the bilayer gels

were exchanged to methanol for 10 min to wash out excess unreacted monomer

and initiator, then exchanged to 5mMaqueousHCl for 2 h in the dark before the actu-

ation experiments. Bilayer hydrogels were cut to the desired shape using a razor

blade. Blank layers were prepared following the same protocol but without the pres-

ence of spiropyran molecules. Photoexpanding hydrogels containing polyacryl-

amide (10 wt%) were prepared in water and photocontracting hydrogels containing

polyacrylamide (10 wt%) were prepared in a dimethyl sulfoxide/water mixture (v/v,

4:1) following the same formulation and protocol.

Photoactuation study

Hydrogel sampleswere first placed inacidicwater containing5mMHCl toprotonate the

merocyanine form, then transferred to a large tank of Milli-Q water. Photoactuation was

immediately startedby irradiating blue light (450 nm, 78mW/cm2) on the hydrogel sam-

ples. The light source we usedwas a blue LED (Ustellar, 30W, IP66) that contains a 43 7

array of LEDs. The size of the light spot is 603 25mm, which is slightly larger than all the

actuators, toeffectivelyguarantee that theactuators areuniformly irradiated. Light inten-

sity was adjusted by changing the distance between the light spot and the actuator. The

volume ratio of single-layer samples was calculated based on the area change of the

samples. The bending angles or bending speed of bilayer hydrogel samples was calcu-

lated by measuring the angles of each photograph/frame using ImageJ software

(https://imagej.net/Citing). After photoactuation, the hydrogel samples were trans-

ferred to another tank of acidic water (5mMHCl) to recover to their original state, which

could be used for the second photoactuation process. This recovery process in the dark

was also tracked by taking photographs using the same camera. Themaximumbending

angle of bilayer hydrogel samples was obtained by irradiating the samples until their

bending angles no longer changed. The photoactuation of block structures, including

linear, cruciform, and branched objects, as well as hydrogel walkers, were also carried

out following the same protocol described above. All these samples were protonated

in acidic water (5mMHCl) first and then transferred to neutral Milli-Qwater for photoac-

tuation studies. Sampleswere allowed to relax in acidic water (5mMHCl) in the dark. For

eachwalking stepof the actuator, the light sourcewasmoved forward tomatch thewalk-

er’s position to ensure that the light always uniformly covered the whole actuator.

Preparation of programmed block structures

The block structures described in Figure 3 were prepared by chemically bonding

photoinactive components and photoactive bilayer components followed by a
1386 Matter 4, 1377–1390, April 7, 2021
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manual cutting process. First, the synergistic bilayer was cut into small uniform

bridge units (dimensions: 6 mm long, 2 mm wide, and 0.3 + 0.3 mm thick), and

con-exp was named +1 while the opposite exp-con was named –1. Second, these

bridge units were placed at the desired locations on a glass slide with predeter-

mined sequence of +1 and �1 according to the linear pattern. Spacers (0.55 mm

thick) and another glass slide were added on top and sealed using UV-cured glue

to obtain a glass mold. The thickness of spacers used here is slightly thinner than

the thickness of bilayer hydrogels so that these bridge units are squeezed and fixed

at the desired positions by the two glass sides. Third, a monomer solution containing

NIPAM, MBAAm, and APS/TEMED, but without spiropyrans, was gently added to

this glass mold, followed by a free radical polymerization which covalently con-

nected and fixed the bridge units inside the mold. After carefully de-molding, the

photoinactive component was manually cut into squares or rectangles according

to the pattern, giving the final linear block structures. Other linear block structures

were prepared following the same protocol described above but with different

permutations of the four photoactive units during the preparation process, with

each individual unit being either 1 or –1. Cross-shaped or branched structures

were prepared following the same protocol described for the linear structures using

a corresponding cross-shaped or branched pattern.
Preparation of hydrogel walkers with built-in ratcheted patterns

To build ratcheted structures into the hydrogel bodies, we first printed a plastic mold

containing the ratcheted patterns using a 3D printer. The dimensions of these

ratchets are 0.25 mm high by 0.35 mm wide (Scheme S3). After assembling spacers

with desired thickness, a monomer solution containing a NIPAM monomer, a

MBAAm crosslinker, and an APS/TEMED initiator was added on top of the plastic

mold, and then covered by a smooth plastic slide. After polymerization, the top

mold was carefully opened, and the hydrogel was gently peeled off from the

mold. Hydrogels containing ratcheted patterns were further cut into small building

blocks, named ratcheted units, with the following dimensions: 10 mm long, 6 mm

wide, and 0.6 mm thick. With ratcheted units and photoactive bridge units in

hand, we followed the same protocol described above to prepare the block struc-

tures. As an example of linear block structure (Scheme S3b), ratcheted units (purple)

and bridge units (orange) were both placed at the desired locations according the

linear pattern, followed by addition of a solution containing the monomers/cross-

linkers/initiators to form blank hydrogels that could covalently connect and fix these

building blocks. After de-molding and cutting, linear block structures with both pho-

toactive bridge units and ratcheted units were obtained. The cross-shaped block

structures were prepared following the same protocol.
Analytical modeling

An analytical model was developed to predict the bending curvature of bilayer pho-

toactuators. Here, we let L0 denote the initial length of flat bilayer photoactuators

(for both top and bottom layers). After exposure to light, the top/bottom layers

may expand, contract, or remain undeformed, depending on the types of photores-

ponsive materials used (denoted by exp, con, or bl, respectively). The new stress-

free lengths for top and bottom layer after light exposure then become

L1 = L0l1;
L2 = L0l2;

Equation S1

where l1 and l2 are the deformation ratios of top and bottom layers. The mismatch

of the deformation in the top and bottom layers lead to bending of the bilayers with

an arc angle a, and bending radius R0 at the interface of the bonded top/bottom
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layers, where a and R0 are to be determined. At position y along the thickness direc-

tion (y = 0 is at the bonding interface), the axial normal stresses s1 and s2 are given by

s1 =E1

�
R0a+ ya

L1
� 1

�
;

s2 =E2

�
R0a+ ya

L2
� 1

�
:

Equation S2

where E1 and E2 are moduli of the top and bottom layers, respectively. Mechanical

equilibrium requires the net forces and moments to be zero, yielding

Zt1
0

s1dy +

Z0

�t2

s2dy = 0;

Zt1
0

s1ydy +

Z0

�t2

s2ydy = 0;

Equation S3

where t1 and t2 are thicknesses of the top and bottom layers, respectively.

Combining Equations S1, S2, and S3, the arc angle can be determined as

a =
L0
t1

6hð1+ hÞl1l2ðl1 � l2Þx
h4l21x

2 + ð4h+ 6h2 + 4h3Þl1l2x+ l22
; Equation S4

where h = t2=t1, and x = E2=E1. Please note the arc angle a is four times the bending

angle in main text.

The material properties, including mechanical modulus and deformation ratio used

for Figure 2, are listed in Table S1.

Bending moment calculation

The initially flat bilayer photoactuators form a curved shape due to expanding/

contraction of top/bottom layers upon exposure to light. The generated actuation

force can be quantified by the bending moment that is required to flatten back

the bent bilayer. The analytical model developed above can be easily extended to

include an external bending moment by revising Equation S3 as

Zt1
0

s1dy +

Z0

�t2

s2dy = 0;

Zt1
0

s1ydy +

Z0

�t2

s2ydy = � M

W
;

Equation S5

where M is the applied external bending moment and W is the width. By enforcing

the arc angle a to be zero, we solve the bending moment required to flatten the

bilayer system as

M = W
E1t21hxð1+ hÞðl1 � l2Þ

2ðl2 + l1hxÞ : Equation S6

Finite element analysis

3D finite element analysis (FEA) was used to study the shape evolution of the bilayer

structures. Eight-node 3D solid elements (Abaqus element type C3D8R) were used

for the whole system. Expansion or contraction is applied to top/bottom layers de-

pending on their response to light. The deformation ratios applied in FEA for obtain-

ing structures shown in Figure 3 match well with the experimental ratios, which are

listed in Table S2.
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